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Efficient Spectrum Utilization in
Large Scale RWA Problems
Brigitte Jaumard, Senior Member, IEEE, and Maryam Daryalal
Abstract— While the routing and wavelength assignment (RWA) has been widely studied, a very few studies attempt
to solve realistic size instances, namely, with 100 wavelengths
per fiber and a few hundred nodes. Indeed, state of the art is
closer to around 20 nodes and 30 wavelengths, regardless of
what the authors consider, heuristics or exact methods with a
very few exceptions. In this paper, we are interested in reducing
the gap between realistic data sets and test bed instances that
are often used, using exact methods. Even if exact methods
may fail to solve in reasonable time very large instances, they
can, however, output ε-solutions with a very good and proven
accuracy. The novelty of this paper is to exploit the observations
that optimal solutions contain a very large number of light
paths associated with shortest paths or k-shortest paths with
a small k. We propose different RWA algorithms that lead to
solve exactly or near exactly much larger instances than in
the literature, i.e., with up to 150 wavelengths and 90 nodes.
Extensive numerical experiments are conducted on both the
static and dynamic incremental planning RWA problem.
Index Terms— Routing, wavelength assignment, network
provisioning, decomposition method, k-shortest paths.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

FFLINE Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
is the key provisioning problem of optical networks.
The continuous growth of traffic, nourished by the emerging content-rich, high-rate and bursty applications, such as
video on demand, on-line gaming, high-definition television (HDTV), and cloud computing, can only be met with the
abundant capacity provided by optical transport networks. The
following numbers provide an idea of what growth of traffic
means in 2015. For instance, Global Internet Protocol (IP)
traffic has increased more than fivefold in the past 5 years,
and will increase nearly threefold over the next 5 years
according to a Cisco report [1]. In terms of the current size
of the optical networks, a recent study (Durairajan et al. [2])
of the US long-haul fiber-optic infrastructure, based on the
detailed fiber deployment maps from 5 tier-1 and 4 major
cable providers (AT&T, Comcast, Cogent, EarthLink, Integra,
Level3, Suddenlink, Verizon and Zayo), suggests that the US
long-haul fiber network has 273 nodes/cities, 2,411 links,
and 542 conduits.
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The RWA problem was the focus of many studies in the
80’s and numerous heuristics have been proposed. However,
they have not been tested and compared on very large data
sets except for very few papers, see, e.g., [3]–[7], and about
half of the studies do not provide any information on the
accuracy of their solutions. On the other hand, exact methods
have difficulties to scale. The objective of the present paper
is to revisit the Integer Linear Program (ILP) model based on
independent sets [8], [9] and to increase its scalability through
several enhancements. Firstly, we will combine three different
ILP formulations, i.e., link, path and configuration ones, in the
solution process and take advantage of the strengths of each
of them at different stages of the solution process. Difference
with [9] lies in the use of the path formulation for solving
the pricing problem in a heuristic fashion before moving
to a link formulation to guarantee an ε-optimality of the
solutions. Secondly, we design an efficient heuristic rule for
selecting the pre-computing paths in order to feed the path
formulation. Such a heuristic takes into account the distances
between the node pairs, the amount of requested traffic, and
the increased length of the routes when using k-shortest paths.
Lastly, we propose some new RWA heuristics and compare
their solutions with the ε-optimal solutions output by the exact
approaches.
Given a set of lightpath requests, two variants of the
RWA problem have been studied in the literature: max-RWA
and min-RWA. For the former problem, the focus is on the
provisioning over an existing network, and the objective is
to maximize the number of lightpath requests that can be
routed with a given number of wavelengths. The latter one
has a planning/dimensioning concern and the objective is to
minimize the number of required wavelengths to route all the
requests.
Several surveys have been written on the RWA problem,
where the reader can find a comprehensive survey of the
various mathematical models that have been investigated, see,
e.g., [10] for symmetrical traffic and [11] for asymmetrical
traffic. Among the papers that explored exact solutions, we
find three classes of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations for the RWA problem: (i) link-based, (ii) path-based, or
(iii) Maximal Independent Set (MIS)-based (or configuration
based, or Column Generation (CG) ILP model). Comparison
of link and path based can be found in [9] and [10] with
the objective of maximizing the grade of service. The authors
showed that very often, but not always, the Linear Programming (LP) bound is equal to the ILP value, with however an
LP solution that is usually with fractional values. Conclusions
of the current paper are that, while for small data sets, the LP
bound is rather accurate, it is not anymore true for large ones.
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TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE N UMBER OF VARIABLES AND
C ONSTRAINTS IN THE ILP RWA M ODELS

the different formulations of the pricing problems of the
previous section. Extensive numerical results are presented in
Section VI, both for the static and the dynamic RWA problem.
Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. S TATEMENT OF THE RWA P ROBLEM

In [10], a theoretical and experimental study is proposed for
comparing the different LP bounds provided by the various
existing ILP RWA models: all LP bounds are shown to be
exact. Moreover, a comparison of the models is made with
respect to their numbers of variables and constraints: it clearly
shows that the CG model is the most economical one. We
provide a synthesis of all the results discussed in [9]–[11] in
Table I and include the CG ILP model for the max-RWA
problem (described in Section III), see Appendix for the other
ILP models. Other surveys can be found in Miliotis et al. [12]
and Zang et al. [13].
The largest instances that have been solved exactly so far
for mesh networks are the EON network (20 nodes, and
39 optical links) with 24 wavelengths, the Brazil network
(27 nodes and 70 optical links) with 14 wavelengths, both
for the GoS (Grade of Service) maximization [10]. In terms
of meta-heuristics, large instances have been solved by
Martins et al. [5]: 26 realistic instances with up to either
90 nodes or 175 links. Therein, the quality of the metaheuristic solutions is evaluated thanks to available lower
bounds (min-RWA) in other studies. Other large instances
have been solved with different heuristics or meta-heuristics
in [6], [7], and [15], or with ILP models using a limited precomputed set of paths and a rounding off technique to derive
integer solutions, e.g., [16].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
provide a detailed statement of the RWA problem (both static
and dynamic), and we define the notations to be used throughout the paper. In Section III, we first recall the decomposition
model (i.e., CG ILP model) that is based on maximal independent sets, and then propose two alternate reformulations of
the pricing problem that is in charge of generating augmented
wavelength configurations, i.e., subsets of lightpaths routed on
a given wavelength, which can contribute to the improvement
of the incumbent RWA solution. Section IV proposes several
exact and heuristic solution schemes that take advantage of

Consider a WDM optical network represented by a multigraph G = (V, L) with node set V indexed by v, where each
node is associated with a node of the physical network, and
with link set L indexed by  where each link is associated
with a fiber link of the physical network: the number of links
from v to v  is equal to the number of fibers supporting
traffic from v to v  . Connections and fiber links are assumed
to be directional, and the traffic to be asymmetrical. The set
of available wavelengths is denoted by Λ, and is indexed by
λ with W = |Λ|. The traffic is defined by a n × n matrix
D where Dsd defines the number of requested connections
(i.e., wavelengths) from vs to vd . All wavelengths are assumed
to have the same transport capacity. Let SD = {(vs , vd ) ∈
V × V : Dsd > 0} be the set of node pairs with traffic. Let
ω + (v) (resp. ω − (v)) be the set of outgoing (resp. incoming)
fiber links at node v. We assume that the same wavelength
is used from the source to the destination for all connection
requests. Note that it has been shown (see [17], [18]) that
wavelength conversion (i.e., multiple-hop connections) does
not help very much in order to reduce the blocking rate
(max-RWA problem).
The static RWA problem can then be formally stated as
follows: given a multigraph G corresponding to a WDM
optical network, and a set of requested connections, find a
suitable lightpath (p, λ) for each granted connection, where
a lightpath is defined by the combination of a routing path
p and a wavelength λ, so that no two paths sharing a fiber
link of G are assigned the same wavelength. We study the
objective of minimizing the blocking rate, that is equivalent
to maximizing the number of granted connections (also called
Grade of Service or GoS for short), leading to the so-called
max-RWA problem.
Incremental planning is performed periodically to decide
how the transport capacity of a backbone optical network has
to be updated to serve the monthly/yearly global growth traffic
during the next planning period, see [19] and [1], [20] for
some numbers about the growth of the traffic. The dynamic
incremental RWA problem can be formally stated as follows:
given a WDM optical network represented by a multigraph
G, a matrix D LEGACY containing already provisioned traffic,
and a set of newly requested connections indicated by a
matrix D NEW , assign available lightpaths to the new incoming
connection requests such that there is no wavelength clash
between the legacy traffic and the newly granted connection
requests. Considering the objective of maximizing the GoS
leads to the dynamic max-RWA problem.
III. A D ECOMPOSITION O PTIMIZATION M ODEL
Several authors have already investigated modelling the
RWA problem with a decomposition model, within the framework of exact solution schemes, see, e.g., [8], [9]. We revisit
those models here, with the goal of enhancing them in order to
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Fig. 1. Potential wavelength configurations. (a) Physical topology: each edge represents two directional fibers, one in each direction. (b) Potential wavelength
configuration #1: it provides, e.g., 2 bandwidth units from v1 and v6 . (c) Potential wavelength configuration #2.

solve much larger RWA instances. We first recall the decomposition optimization model based on maximal independent
set, as initially proposed by [8] and improved by [9], and then
discuss how to improve it further.
A. Wavelength Configurations
Lee et al. [8] as well as Jaumard et al. [9] introduced
the concept of independent routing configurations, where each
configuration is associated with a set of paths that can be used
for satisfying a given fraction of the connections with the same
wavelength, see Figure 1. Within a wavelength configuration,
routes must be pairwise link independent, i.e., they must not
share a link as two lightpaths can not share a link if they use
the same wavelength.
An independent routing configuration c can be formally
represented by a non negative vector ac such that acsd =
number of connection requests from vs to vd that are supported
by configuration c, with acsd ≤ Dsd for (vs , vd ) ∈ SD. Each
configuration is associated with a generic wavelength.
We denote by C the set of all possible wavelength configurations.

(vs ,vd )∈SD

zc ≤ W

c∈C

ysd ≤



(2)
acsd zc (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

subject to:



zc ≤ W

(8)

acsd zc ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

(9)

c∈C



zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C.

We use two sets of variables. The first set of variables, zc ,
enables the selection of the best configurations and of their
number of occurrences (i.e., to how many wavelengths they
apply). The second set of variables, ysd , compute the GoS
for each node pair (vs , vd ), so that their sum provides the
overall GoS.
The basic model is written as follows. Assuming that
the configurations are at hand, the model selects the best
wavelength configurations to maximize the grade of service
(GoS), i.e., the number of granted connections.

ysd
(1)
max


c∈C (vs ,vd )∈SD

c∈C

B. Static Case: Decomposition RWA Model

subject to:

Observe that, since Dsd ∈ Z+ , we have ysd ∈ Z+ . However,
we do not need to explicitly enforce it.
Constraints (2) ensure that we do not select more
wavelength configurations than the number of available
wavelengths. Constraints (3) compute the GoS for node
pair (vs , vd ): equality is enforced with the combination of
(1) and (3), and we do not explicitly enforce the equality
constraints in order to ease the solution of the linear relaxation of (1)–(6). Constraints (4) prevent from granting more
connections than requested. Constraints (5) and (6) define the
domains of the variables.
Note that Model (1)–(6) can be written with only one set
of variables in a very compact formulation, which is less self
explanatory, as follows:


acsd zc
(7)
max

(3)

c∈C

ysd ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C

(4)
(5)

ysd ≥ 0 (vs , vd ) ∈ SD.

(6)

(10)

C. Dynamic Case: Decomposition RWA Model
Let D LEGACY and D NEW be the sets of already provisioned
and newly received traffic, respectively. Note that the granted
connections for the traffic requests of D LEGACY have made some
lightpaths unattainable for the connection requests of D NEW .
For these new connection requests, dynamic max-RWA problem tries to find lightpaths among the available ones in order
to maximize the number of granted connections.
Comparing with the static case, there is a slight change in
model (1)–(6), when modelling the dynamic RWA problem.
Since some wavelengths have already been provisioned while
granting the requests of D LEGACY , unlike the static case, not all
wavelengths have the same available set of links. Thus, unless
they are not at all provisioned yet (ΛAVAIL ), the wavelengths
(λ ∈ ΛUSED ) and their associated set of configurations need
to be labelled. Assuming the configurations are at hand, for
every wavelength λ ∈ ΛUSED , a set of configurations Cλ is
defined. Cλ corresponds to the set of potential configurations
that have been defined considering wavelength λ ∈ ΛUSED .
In every wavelength configuration c ∈ Cλ with λ ∈ ΛUSED ,
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the set of available set of links is limited to those that do not
belong to any lightpath with wavelength λ in the provisioning
of the legacy traffic.
 The overall set of configurations is
C = λ∈ΛUSED Cλ C FREE , where C FREE is the set of configurations associated with λ ∈ ΛAVAIL . As before, zc represents
the number of times configuration c occurs, except when it
refers to c ∈ Cλ with λ ∈ ΛUSED , in which case, it is restricted
to {0, 1}: we must choose exactly one configuration among
all possible ones associated with c ∈ Cλ and λ ∈ ΛUSED .
Configurations from Cλ all share the same lightpaths for the
legacy traffic, but differ in the way they accommodate some
newly incoming requests from D NEW .
The dynamic RWA model is as follows:

ysd
(11)
max
(vs ,vd )∈SD NEW

subject to:

Fig. 2.



zc = 1 λ ∈ ΛUSED

(12)

zc ≤ W − |ΛUSED |

(13)

c∈Cλ


c∈C

FREE

ysd ≤



acsd zc (vs , vd ) ∈ SD NEW

(14)

c∈C
NEW
(vs , vd ) ∈ SD NEW
ysd ≤ Dsd

zc ∈ {0, 1} c ∈ Cλ , λ ∈ ΛUSED
zc ∈ Z+ c ∈ C FREE
ysd ≥ 0 (vs , vd ) ∈ SD NEW ,

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

NEW
> 0}.
where SD NEW = {(vs , vd ) ∈ V × V : Dsd
USED
, constraints (12)
For every wavelength λ ∈ Λ
restrict the number of chosen (enlarged) configurations to
be 1. Constraint (13) makes sure that, considering the
newly available wavelengths (λ ∈ ΛAVAIL ), we do not
exceed the number of overall available wavelengths, i.e., W .
Constraints (14)–(18) are equivalent to constraints (3)–(6) in
the static case, except that variables zc , c ∈ Cλ , λ ∈ ΛUSED are
limited to take binary values, and acsd is equal to the number
NEW
.
of granted traffic units of Dsd
Note
that
the
overall
GoS
is equal to GoSLEGACY +

ysd .

(vs ,vd )∈SD NEW

IV. S TATIC C ASE : S OLUTION P ROCESS AND A LGORITHMS
A. Implicit Enumeration of the Wavelength Configurations
The model proposed in III-B has an exponential number
of variables, and therefore is not scalable if solved using
classical ILP (Integer Linear Programming) tools. Indeed, we
need to use column generation techniques in order to manage
a solution process that only requires an implicit enumeration of the wavelength configurations (interested readers may
refer to Chvatal [14]). Column generation method allows the
exact solution of the linear relaxation of model (1)–(6), i.e.,
where constraints zc ∈ Z+ are replaced by zc ≥ 0, for
c ∈ C. It consists in solving alternatively a restricted master
problem (the model of III-B with a very limited number of
columns/variables) and the pricing problem (generation of a

Generic flowchart for all algorithms.

new wavelength configuration) until the optimality condition
is satisfied (i.e., no wavelength configuration with a negative
reduced cost). In other words, when a new wavelength configuration is generated, it is added to the current restricted
master problem only if its addition implies an improvement
of the optimal value of the current restricted master problem.
This condition, indeed an optimality condition, can be easily
checked with the sign of the reduced cost, denoted by COST,
see (19) for its expression (the reader who is not familiar
with linear programming concepts is referred to [14]), of
variables zc .
Once the optimal solution of the LP (Linear Programming)

) has been reached, we solve exactly the last
relaxation (zLP
restricted master problem, i.e., the restricted master problem of the last iteration in the column generation solution
process, using a branch-and-bound method, leading then to an
ε-optimal ILP solution (z̃ILP ), where
z  − z̃ILP
ε = LP 
.
zLP
Branch-and-price methods can be used in order to find optimal solutions, if the accuracy (ε) is not satisfactory, see,
e.g., [9], [21].
B. ε-Optimal Algorithms CG, CG+ and CG++
In the context of the present study, we investigated different
algorithms, in which the differences lie in the generation
process of new augmenting configurations, i.e., of configurations that give rise to an improvement of the value of
the current restricted master problem, when solving its linear
relaxation.
The first algorithm, denoted by CG, relies on a mathematical model with a link formulation, in order to generate
new augmented wavelength configurations. In the context of
column generation, the configuration generator corresponds
to the so-called pricing problem. The pricing problem with
a link formulation will be called PPLINK (see Section IV-D
for its detailed description), and corresponds to the algorithm
used in [9]. The flowchart of algorithm CG is represented in
Figure 2, under the assumption that box PPPATH is omitted.
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Based on the observation made by several researchers, and
investigated later in Section VI, that a very high percentage of
lightpaths are supported by shortest paths, or k-shortest paths
with a small k, we propose to investigate a path formulation,
called PPPATH , for the pricing problem (see Section IV-E for its
detailed description), with different strategies for selecting the
paths. Since we cannot consider all possible paths, otherwise
the pricing problem would not be scalable, we need to combine
the use of PPPATH with PPLINK in order to get an ε-optimal
algorithm. Indeed, when PPPATH is no more able to output an
augmenting wavelength configuration, we switch to PPLINK ,
and check whether it is still possible to generate an augmented
wavelength configuration using more diverse paths than those
considered in PPPATH . Flowchart of the corresponding algorithm is represented in Figure 2.
We investigated two variants for PPPATH . In the first one, we
consider only the shortest paths, and in the second one, we
consider the shortest paths, as well as a selection of k-shortest
paths (see Section IV-F for how we made the selection). The
resulting ε-optimal algorithms are called CG+ and CG++,
respectively.
C. Heuristic Algorithms CGH + and CGH ++

D. Pricing Problem - Link Formulation
As always with the column generation method, the objective
of the pricing problem (i.e., generator of new wavelength
configurations) is the reduced cost (COSTcLINK ) of variable zc .
In order to alleviate the notations, index c will be omitted in
the remainder of this section.
Let u(2) and u(3)
sd be the values of the dual variables associated with constraints (2) and (3) in the optimal solution of
the linear relaxation of the current restricted master problem
(see the flowchart in Figure 2). Consider the following set of
variables: αsd
 = 1 if link  is used in a route from vs to vd ,
0 otherwise. The link formulation of the pricing problem can
be written as follows:
Wavelength Configuration Generator - Link Model PPLINK


(3)
max COST LINK = −u(2) +
αsd
(19)
 usd
(vs ,vd )∈SD ∈ω + (vs )

αsd
 ≤ 1  ∈L

(vs ,vd )∈SD



∈ω + (v)

αsd
 =



αsd
 ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

∈ω + (vs )



αsd
 =

∈ω − (vs )



(22)

αsd
 = 0 (vs , vd ) ∈ SD (23)

∈ω + (vd )

αsd


∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, (vs , vd ) ∈ SD.

(24)

Constraints (20) ensure wavelength continuity, i.e., that a
link cannot be traversed by more than one route in any
given wavelength configuration. Routes are established with
the help of the flow conservation constraints (21): if no route
is selected for node pair (vs , vd ), then αsd
 = 0 for all links
 ∈ L, otherwise,the sum of the outgoing flow values at the
αsd
source node (
 ) gives the number of link-disjoint
∈ω + (vs )

routes from vs to vd in the wavelength configuration under
construction. Constraints (22) avoid exceeding the demand in
terms of the number of lightpaths. Constraints (23) prevent
loops around the source or the destination nodes from arising.
Constraints (24) define the domain of variables αsd
 .
Correspondence between variables of the pricing problem
and coefficients of the master problem:

asd =
αsd
(25)
 .
∈ω + (vs )

We derive two heuristic algorithms from the CG+ and
CG++ algorithms, with the elimination of the recourse to
PPLINK in order to limit the computational times. The resulting
heuristic algorithms are called CGH + and CGH ++ and are
summarized in the flowchart represented in Figure 2, assuming
PPLINK box is not used. Both CGH + and CGH ++ are associated with different path selections.
In the next two sections, we provide the detailed mathematical formulations of PPLINK and PPPATH .

subject to:
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(20)

αsd
(vs , vd ) ∈ SD,


∈ω − (v)

v ∈ V \ {vs , vd } (21)

Observe that nothing prevents from selecting several pairwise link disjoint paths for a given pair (vs , vd ) of source
and destination nodes. Indeed, asd is equal to the number of
link-disjoint paths from vs to vd in the configuration under
construction.
E. Pricing Problem - Path Formulation
In the path formulation, we provide a set Psd of paths for
each source and destination pair of nodes, see Section IV-F
for the definition of Psd .
The path formulation for the wavelength configuration generator is denoted by PPPATH . It uses the set of decision variables: βpsd = 1 if path p is used in the wavelength configuration
under construction, 0 otherwise. PPPATH is written as follows:
Wavelength Configuration Generator - Path Model PPPATH


max COST PATH = −u(2) +
βpsd u(3)
(26)
sd
(vs ,vd )∈SD p∈Psd

subject to:



δp βpsd ≤ 1  ∈ L

(27)

(vs ,vd )∈SD p∈Psd



βpsd ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

(28)

p∈Psd

βpsd ∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, (vs , vd ) ∈ SD. (29)
Pairwise link disjointness for paths is guaranteed thanks to
constraints (27), in which δp is a binary value representing
the presence of link  in path p. Constraints (28) enforce not
to exceed the lightpath demand. Constraints (29) define the
domain of variables βsd .
Correspondence between variables of the pricing problem
and coefficients of the master problem:

βpsd .
asd =
p∈Psd
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F. Computation and Selection of k-Shortest Paths
In order for the proposed CG++ and CG ++ solution
algorithms to be effective, we must carefully choose the
paths to consider: a sufficiently large number so that we
can maximize the GoS, but not too many in order not to
increase too much the size of the constraint matrix in PPPATH .
In addition, considering paths that are much longer than the
shortest paths may lead to an inefficient use of the spectrum.
We explore several strategies in which paths are first
selected in the set of shortest paths, and next in the set
of k-shortest paths. Very efficient algorithms already exists
for enumerating such paths, see [22], [23], and we use the
open library [24] that provides an implementation of Yen’s
algorithm [22]. We denote by P1sd the set of all shortest
paths from vs to vd , and then by Pksd the set of paths with
the k shortest distinct value. For instance, if the ordered
list according to the length of paths is: p1 , p2 , . . . , p9 of
length 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 4 respectively, then P1 = {p1 , p2 },
P2 = {p3 , p4 , p5 } and P3 = {p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 }.
1) Strategy 1: We consider the same number of k-shortest
paths, in addition to the shortest paths, for each node
pair, say k SP . After extensive numerical experiments on
different data sets with various network topologies, a good
compromise we found between computing times and best
GoS was k SP = 15.
2) Strategy 2: Drawbacks of Strategy 1 is: (i) to choose
at random the paths in the last Pi set that is considered for
reaching the number of selected paths, and (ii) to select a
number of paths that is independent of the traffic demand. So,
we modify the criterion for selecting the best paths in the last
considered Pi as follows: Firstly, taking into account traffic
demand, we select the number of paths with the following
fairness criterion: (Dsd / number of candidate paths from vs
to vd ) = ρ, where experiments showed that a good compromise
between the computing times and the maximum GoS led to a
ρ constant value equal to .5. Secondly, we enumerate all the
paths p of Pi and order them in the increasing order of

LOAD ,
H

∈p

where LOAD is an estimate on the number of lightpaths going
through  when maximizing the GoS using the following
routing formulation that ignores the wavelength continuity
constraints and omits integrality requirements for the ϕsd

variables:

max
dsd
(30)
(vs ,vd )∈SD

subject to:


ϕsd
 =

∈ω + (vs )



∈ω + (v)

ϕsd
 = 0 (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

(31)

∈ω − (vd )

ϕsd
 =

∈ω + (vs )






ϕsd
 = dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD (32)

∈ω + (vd )

ϕsd
 =



ϕsd
v ∈ V \ {vs , vd },


∈ω − (v)

(vs , vd ) ∈ SD

(33)

ϕsd
 ≤ W  ∈L

(34)

ϕsd
 ≥ 0  ∈ L, (vs , vd ) ∈ SD.
0 ≤ dsd ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD.

(35)
(36)

(vs ,vd )∈SD

Each variable dsd represents the fraction of the demand that is
granted for node pair (vs , vd ), and each variable ϕsd
 defines
the amount of traffic going through  with respect to the
demand of node pair (vs , vd ).
Note that constraints (31)–(33) are multi-commodity flow
constraints.
3) Strategy 3: Network topologies are usually mesh ones,
and consequently, the lengths of the shortest paths vary from
one node pair to the next. In addition, the traffic is not uniform.
So, in this third strategy, we consider a number of paths that is
larger if the traffic demand is larger, and larger as the length of
the shortest path is longer: we generate the first (Dsd / length
SHORT
SHORT
) paths, where sd
is the
of shortest paths) = (Dsd /sd
SHORT
length of the shortest path from vs to vd . When sd
= 1,
we only select the one hop paths made of (vs , vd ) (note that
there might be more than one if there are more than one fiber
link). Again, we choose the paths of the last considered Pi set
according to the same criterion as in Strategy 2.
Observe that we can force the lightpath of one hop requests
to be routed on a one-hop route without loss of generality,
thanks to the following result.
Theorem 1: Consider the max-RWA problem. There is at
least one optimal solution in which one hop requests are
provisioned (lightpaths) on one hop path(s) if they can be
granted, i.e., if Dsd ≤ W rsd , where rsd is the number of
links from vs to vd .
Proof: Consider a pair (vs , vd ) ∈ SD with 0 < Dsd ≤
rsd W such that vs and vd are connected in G by at least one
link. Denote it by sd one of the links connecting vs to vd .
Assume that there is an optimal RWA solution such that Dsd
is not routed completely on links from P1sd , i.e., on one-hop
lightpaths. We next show that such an optimal solution can
be modified in order that it satisfies the property stated in the
theorem.
Four cases need to be distinguished, and the transformation
described for each of them can be repeated on each link from
vs to vd possibly several times, until the optimal solution satisfies the stated property. Indeed, each transformation reduces
the number of demands that do not satisfy the property by one
unit at a time.
• There is at least one Dsd demand that is routed on a path
with at least two hops and sd has at least one available
wavelength: Rerouting that latter demand on sd does not
change the GoS and reduces by one unit the demand that
does not satisfy the stated property.
• There is at least one Dsd demand, say k, that is routed
on a path with at least two hops and all wavelengths of
sd (as well as on all links from vs to vd ) are used in
a lightpath. Assume that k is provisioned with lightpath
/ p as otherwise p is not a simple
(p, λ). Observe that sd ∈
path (i.e., without loop). Since all wavelengths of sd
are used, there exists a multi-hop lightpath (p , λ), with
sd ∈ p , which is used to provision a request, say k  .
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Fig. 4. Network topologies. (a) NSF. (b) USA. (c) GER. (d) NTT. (e) ATT.
(f) BRAZIL.

Fig. 3.
Lightpath modifications. (a) Original routing of the lightpaths.
(b) Modified lightpaths.

•

•

For example, in the left network of Figure 3, k = (v1 , v4 )
and k  = (v2 , v5 ). Modify the provisioning of k  so that,
instead of using sd with wavelength λ, it uses the multihop lightpath of k with wavelength λ. Re-provision k
on the one-hop lightpath (sd , λ). The fraction of Dsd
that does not satisfy the stated property, reduces by one
unit. See Figure 3 for an example of the provisioning
transformations. Wavelength continuity is respected, as
both lightpaths (p, λ) and (p , λ) are using the same
wavelength.
There is at least one Dsd demand that is denied and
sd has at least one available wavelength: Contradicts
the assumption that the solution is optimal, therefore that
case can be omitted.
There is at least one Dsd demand that is denied and
sd (as well as on all links from vs to vd ) are used in a
lightpath: then, there exists a one multi-hop, say k, which
is routed through a link from vs to vd . Assume it is on
sd . Denying k and granting one demand unit of Dsd on
sd reduces by one unit the demand that does not satisfies
the stated property.

V. DYNAMIC C ASE : S OLUTION
P ROCESS AND A LGORITHMS

As stated in Subsection III-C, the input of the dynamic
RWA problem is a set of legacy traffic (D LEGACY ), and a set of
new connection requests (D NEW ). In the solution scheme for
dynamic RWA, lightpaths are assigned to the new incoming
connection requests, using model (11)–(18). As before, due
to the exponential number of possible configurations, not all
of them are explicitly enumerated; rather a restricted master

problem is built with a small number of configurations and
a wavelength configuration generator problem that implicitly
considers them all, keeps on adding new augmented configurations until an optimality condition is satisfied. Once the
linear relaxation of (11)–(18) is optimally solved, an integer
ε-optimal solution is derived.
The details of the proposed algorithm for solving dynamic
max-RWA problem are as follows. Let LP be the set of
lightpaths used to grant connections for the legacy traffic.
At the initial step, for every wavelength λ, the set of available
links Lλ is:
Lλ = L \ { ∈ L : ∃p with  ∈ p and (p, λ) ∈ LP}. (37)
In the next step, the dynamic max-RWA problem is solved
using a slightly modified version of the solution schemes
presented for the static RWA problem. For path-based pricing
problems arising in the algorithms such as CG+ and CG++,
λ
be the set of pre-computed paths for the pair (vs , vd ),
let Psd
λ
obtained by considering Lλ instead of L. Sets Lλ and Psd
may
vary from one wavelength to the next, consequently problems
PPLINK and PPPATH have to be distinguished for already provisioned wavelengths (ΛUSED ). Therefore, |ΛUSED | distinctive
PPLINK and PPPATH are defined: when indexed with λ, they use
λ
Lλ and Psd
instead of L and Psd , leading to pricing problems
λ
). For the wavelengths that are
PPLINK (Lλ ) and PPPATH (Lλ , Psd
newly available ones, i.e., set ΛAVAIL , generic PPLINK and PPPATH
are solved in every iteration, using L and Psd , i.e., PPLINK (L)
and PPPATH (L, Psd ).
In summary, the overall solution algorithm computes the
λ
sets Lλ and Psd
for all λ ∈ ΛUSED and all pairs (vs , vd ) ∈
SD NEW . Then, starting with the initial configurations,
model (11)–(18) restricted to a small subset of configurations
and pricing problems PPLINK and PPPATH are solved alternatively, until the optimality condition is satisfied. In choosing
the wavelength for consideration in each iteration, a round
robin approach is employed. The general procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Solution approach for dynamic requests. (a) NSF. (b) USA. (c) GER. (d) NTT. (e) ATT. (f) BRAZIL.

Note that a unique generic pricing problem is solved for
all wavelengths λ ∈ ΛAVAIL . In other words, at every round of
the round robin algorithm, we solve distinct pricing problems
λ
PPLINK (Lλ ) and PPPATH (Lλ , Psd
) for wavelengths λ ∈ ΛUSED ,
and a unique pair of generic pricing problems, i.e., PPLINK (L)
and PPPATH (L, Psd ) for the remaining available wavelengths,
see [25] for the detailed descriptions of the various pricing
problems.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
We present here the numerical experiments that were conducted in order to validate and test the performance of the proposed algorithms: the three ε-optimal algorithms, CG, CG+,
and CG++, as well as the two heuristic algorithms, CGH +
and CGH ++. After describing the data sets (Section VI-A),
we discuss the results for the static case (Section VI-B),
starting with the quality of the solutions (Section VI-B.1),
exact vs. heuristic solutions (Section VI-B.3), and then the
impact of the path selection on the GoS (Section VI-B.4),
as well as the usage of the bandwidth spectrum from one
link to the next (Section VI-B.5). The remaining results refer
to the dynamic case (Section VI-C) where we investigate
the bandwidth spectrum waste when no rearrangements are
performed.

All computational results have been obtained with running
the programs on a server with the help of CPLEX [26]
(Version V12.6.2) for solving the (integer) linear programs1.
Programs never used more than 2Gb memory and 2 CPUs.
A. Data Sets
We run experiments on six different networks:
NSFNET [27], USANET [28], GERMANY [27], NTT [29],
ATT [5], and BRAZIL [18], whose characteristics are
reported in Table II. Column entitled “deg.” is the average
nodal degree, in order to measure the network connectivities.
Last two columns report on the traffic distribution thanks to
the mean and the variance on the number of requests per
node pair with traffic, as identified by μ and σ, respectively.
Topologies are reproduced in Figure 4 where undirected lines
represent bidirectional links.
For each network topology, we consider various traffic
instances with up to 150 wavelengths. For the first traffic
1 Several fine tuning of cplex parameters are required for solving the data
sets as efficiently as possible. These include switching off the presolve
operations, restricting the number of threads to 1, solving the problems using
Barrier algorithms, setting the emphasis of the pricing problem on feasibility
rather than optimality, and switching back the solver of pricing problems to
traditional branch-and-bound, rather than dynamic search.
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TABLE II
C HARACTERISTICS OF THE D ATASETS

instances of the NSF and USA topologies, the directed traffic
demand matrix T = [Tsd ] is generated by drawing integer
traffic demands (with one unit being the transport capacity
of one wavelength) uniformly at random in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}.
For the GERMANY topology, the first traffic instance
(i.e., GER100 ) comes from the snd·lib library [27]. For the
NTT topology, the first two traffic instances (i.e., NTT42 and
NTT50 ) are from [29]. The next augmented traffic instances
correspond to incremental traffic: NSF/USA/GER/NTTλ ⊆
NSF/USA/GER/NTTλ where NSF/USA/GERλ are built
upon NSF/USA/GERλ by REPEAT times randomly adding
ALEA more requests for each pair of nodes. ALEA is taken
uniformly at random from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for NSF/USA and
from {0, 1, 2, 3} for GERMANY. For NSF, REPEAT = 10, 19,
for USA, REPEAT = 4, 8 and for GERMANY, REPEAT = 1, 5.
NTT150 is built directly upon NTT50 , considering a random
additional number of requests from {1, . . . , 25}, which leads
to a less uniform traffic instance, as shown by the variance
indicator in the last column of Table II. Traffic matrix of
BRAZIL comes from [18]. We selected a limited number of
traffic instances when reporting on the numerical experiments,
their characteristics are described in Table II, the index of the
instance names refer to the number of wavelengths.
B. Static Case: Algorithm Comparative Performances
1) Solution Accuracies and Algorithm Efficiencies: In
Tables III and IV, we compare the performances of the four
new proposed algorithms and the algorithm of [9], using
Strategy 3 for selecting the paths.
In Table III, we focus on the comparison of the maximum
GoS, and the number of generated wavelength configurations,
using either PPPATH or PPLINK . While there is no dominance in
terms of best generated ε-optimal solutions between CG and
CG+, algorithm CG++ dominates both CG and CG+ for
all data sets, increasing the number of granted demand from
2 (NSF30 ) to 71 (NTT150 ) lightpaths.
In Table IV, we report the number of columns in the last
iteration of the column generation algorithms, and the computational times (in seconds). Reported computational times
(in columns entitled CPU) do not include the preprocessing
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operations, which is reported in the columns entitled PRE_CPU.
While in most cases CG+ is much faster than CG, it requires
more iterations. However, as the pricing problem restricts the
search of wavelength configurations using pre-computed shortest paths most of the time (indeed, 97% of the time on average), then computational times can be significantly reduced.
CG++ requires more computational times than CG+, in all
smaller data sets even if there are less wavelength configurations generated. This is due to the fact that PPPATH contains
more paths and therefore requires longer computational times
for its solution. However, the number of calls to PPLINK is less
for CG++ than for CG+. This is as expected since PPPATH
is richer in terms of the number of paths that are considered.
The effect of this smaller number of calls to PPLINK is revealed
in the largest data sets, i.e., GER network, NTT150 , ATT and
BRAZIL. In Table III, it can be seen that in the latter data
sets, the number of calls to PPLINK is much smaller for CG++
than for CG+ ; it results in significantly smaller computational
times.
2) Comparison of CG, CG+, and CG++: We observe
in Table III that the number of wavelength configuration
generations with the link formulation, i.e., PPLINK , which is
more computationally expensive than PPPATH , decreases, as
we move from CG to CG+, and then to CG++. Except for
NTT150 , the number of PPLINK solutions is very small for
CG++, contributing significantly to the overall reduction of
the computational effort for CG++.
As the size of the network topology increases, i.e., moving
from NSF to USA topology, while CG performs better than
CG+ in terms of GoS, the differences between the computational times widen: on average, computational times for
CG are 43 times longer than for CG+. It is interesting to
observe that except for USA75 , we recourse to PPLINK only one
time, meaning that the solution provided by the wavelength
configurations of PPPATH account for most of the computational
times, and explain the reduction of it in comparison with
algorithm CG. CG++ improves on CG+, while requiring
to generate less wavelength configurations for USA75 and
USA130 , but more wavelength configurations for the largest
USA data set USA150 . This can be explained by the larger
number of considered k-shortest paths.
In GERMANY network, except for one instance, CG+
gets better solutions than CG, with an increased number of
lightpaths ranging from 12 (in addition to 2,185 in GER75 ) to
49 (in addition to 2,791 in GER130 ). Computational times of
CG in most cases are higher than those of CG+, i.e., on average 5 times larger. As for previous networks, CG++ always
returns better GoS results than both CG and CG+. It is interesting to see that CG++ succeeds in obtaining better results
in considerably shorter time than CG+, which itself performs
dramatically faster than CG. In fact, the computational times
of CG are on average 13 times longer than that of CG++,
which is a significant improvement. This can be explained by
the low number of PPLINK solutions in CG++ (from 3 to at
most 21), that can make up for the larger computing times of
its PPPATH problem in comparison to that of CG+.
NTT network has an interesting feature and that is the
degree of its nodes, which in most cases is equal to 2.
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TABLE III
S TATIC C ASE : C OMPARATIVE P ERFORMANCE OF THE A LGORITHMS

TABLE IV
S TATIC C ASE : C OMPUTATIONAL T IMES (S ECONDS ) OF THE A LGORITHMS

TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF VARIOUS S TRATEGIES FOR S ELECTING THE S ET OF PATHS IN CG++

In two out of three data sets, CG++ reaches 100% GoS.
Using Strategy 3 for NTT150 , the number of pre-computed
paths is 1,568. Table IV shows that this set of paths is rich
enough to reduce the number of calls to PPLINK , while it is not
too big, which otherwise would increase the computing times
of PPPATH .
3) Exact vs. Heuristic: When comparing with the exact
methods, the heuristic algorithms fulfil their purpose: they
provide very good solutions with small computational times.
Indeed, differences between the accuracies of the exact and
heuristic algorithms is, in most cases, quite low. For CGH +
the difference between returned GoS and the corresponding
ε-optimal GoS from CG+ varies between 0 lightpaths (0% in
all USA instances) to 283 (6.3% in GER130 ). The performance
of the algorithm CGH ++ is even better, with the difference

between its solution and that of CG++ lying in the range of
5 lightpaths (0.3% in NSF115 ) to 91 (3.1% GER130 ).
Heuristic CGH ++ always obtains better heuristic solutions
than CGH +. Improvement can lead to up to 247 more granted
lightpaths, see, e.g., data set GER150 , 4,219 granted lighpaths
with CGH + vs. 4,466 with CGH ++, while the lower bound
is equal to 4,663. The resulting accuracy is ε = 4%, which
is excellent for this large data set with 50 nodes, 176 links,
5666 lightpath requests, and 150 wavelengths. Computational
time of CGH ++ is usually larger than CGH +, due to the
larger number of considered paths in the wavelength generator
problems (i.e., the pricing problems).
4) Path Selection: It is of interest to notice that, while the
number of shortest paths for a given node pair is usually very
small, although it increases with the length of the shortest path,
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TABLE VI
C HARACTERISTICS OF THE S ELECTED PATHS IN THE ε-O PTIMAL S OLUTIONS OF CG++

the number of k-shortest paths in P2 can increase sharply. For
instance, the number of 2nd shortest paths can reach 52 and 70
for some node pairs in USA and GER networks, respectively.
In Table V, we compare the three strategies for selecting the
paths in CG++ and this table is a summary of the extensive
computational experiments we conducted. For Strategy 1, we
found out that a good value was k SP = 15, and in Strategy 2,
a good constant value is ρ = 0.5. Both correspond to a very
good compromise between the computational times and the
maximum GoS value. Computational times in columns entitled
CPU are in seconds and do not include the time needed for
preprocessing.
Results of Table V show that CG++ using Strategy 1
mostly has the smallest computational times, while Strategy 3
results in improved GoS. In all data sets, Strategy 2 is at
least as good as Strategy 1, and, in many cases, improves it.
However, the computational time is increased drastically, due
to a significantly larger number of considered paths, while not
all of them are very useful. Strategy 3 improves the GoS of
almost all the data sets, while reducing the computational time
compared to Strategy 2. For example, employing Strategy 3
in solving NTT150 grants 71 and 11 more requests than
Strategy 1 and 2 respectively, while the computational times
are still in a reasonable range. In conclusion, algorithm CG++
with Strategy 3 provides the best GoS within reasonable
computational times.
Characteristics of the selected paths in CG++ are described
in Table VI. We observe that, while shortest paths play an
important role in the ε-optimal solution of CG++, 2nd and
3rd shortest paths also have a significant share in the final
set of chosen paths. It is interesting to see that, for ATT113 ,
the share of the 2nd shortest paths is even more than the 1st
shortest paths. This justifies the enlargement of the initial set
of pre-computed paths to take into account the paths beyond
shortest paths.
5) Spectrum Utilization: Lastly, we investigate the bandwidth spectrum usage for 3 instances, in the ε-optimal
solutions of CG++. In Table VII, we report the average,
min and max link spectrum usage for the ε-optimal solutions
of Algorithm CG++, while in Figure 6, we display the
spectrum link usage for 3 different instances.
For both GER150 and the ATT113 instances, the variance in
the spectrum usage of links is quite high, while in USA150 ,

TABLE VII
AVERAGE , M IN AND M AX L INK S PECTRUM (%)

it is smaller. It can be explained by the characteristics of
the topologies: USA is closer to a grid like topology in
which nearly all links participate equally in the overall set
of k-shortest paths, while GER and ATT topologies are more
irregular. It may mean that if traffic patterns deviate further
from rather homogeneously distributed traffic patterns (see
the mean and the variance of the current traffic patterns
in Table II), then, we might observe even larger variances in
the spectrum usage of the links.
In Figure 7, we have indicated in red the links with the
highest number of lightpath traversals, and in green the links
with the small number. Blue links represent the most loaded
links obtained by solving the max-flow formulation (30)–(35).
Comparison between the sets of blue and red links shows that
the max-flow model is successful in identifying the potentially
bottleneck links. This leads to a smarter approach in selecting
the paths used in the wavelength generator problem PPPATH
of the CG++ algorithm with Strategy 3. It also results in
a more load balanced solution that has less highly loaded
links. In NTT150 , link (6,4) are the least loaded links after
solving the problem with CG++ and have a 0% spectrum
usage. Since the number of traffic requests in NTT150 between
nodes v6 and v4 is 0 in both directions, the result is justified.
GER150 has three edges (i.e., 6 links) with 0% spectrum
usage: (28,29) , (46,71) , (49,18) , meaning that those links do
not belong to any path of interest for provisioning the demand.
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Bandwidth Spectrum Usage with CG++. (a) GER150 . (b) USA150 . (c) ATT113 .

C. Dynamic Case: Algorithm Performances

TABLE VIII
G RADE OF S ERVICE - N O L IGHTPATH R EARRANGEMENT

We investigate dynamic traffic within the framework of
incremental traffic, following the steady increase of, e.g., the
video traffic that has been observed during the last 5 years [1].
The purpose of the experiments is to evaluate how much bandwidth is wasted if no lightpath rearrangements are performed
when increasing the number of lightpaths.
In order to generate incremental traffic, the overall set of
connection requests of every data set is divided into smaller
sets, such that SD t−1 ⊆ SD t and for every pair (vs , vd ) ∈
t−1
t
SD t , Dsd
≤ Dsd
, where t represents a time parameter.
At each time period, δ traffic requests are selected randomly,
from the original demand set SD
t = 0, and from the
 at time

remaining demand set (SD \
SD t ) of time t > 0. The
t :t <t

requests are randomly selected, one unit at a time.
Results are summarized in Table VIII, with the use of
different values for the δ step size. We report the maximum
GoS for each strategy and dataset. The results for the static
case are the ones obtained by using CG++ with Strategy 3.
We observe that, in every dataset, up to a turning point,
the greater step size affects the most the set of available
lightpaths and causes the GoS to drop. From that turning
point on, the incoming sets of new traffic requests become
big enough to be more similar to the static traffic. This results
in a provisioning that is closer to the optimal granting in

the static case, and ultimately a higher GoS. For instance, in
GER130 , GoS declines as the step size grows from 50 to 200.
After this point, with increasing the step size, GoS starts to
improve. In practice, network upgrades are commonly carried
out in scheduled intervals (i.e., every three to six months) [30],
using traffic forecasts [31], leading to some small δ increment
in percent with respect to the existing traffic, rather than large
ones. Consequently, it means potentially significant bandwidth
spectrum misuse if no lightpath rearrangement are conducted.
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Fig. 7. Compare the highly loaded links in the solutions of model (30)–(36) vs. CG++ model. (a) NSF115 . (b) USA150 . (c) GER150 . (d) NTT150 .
(e) BRAZIL48 .

While technology did not allow such lightpath rearrangments
in the past, this is now possible in DWDM networks that are
equipped with directionless and colorless ROADMs [32].
VII. C ONCLUSION
We obtained very efficient algorithms for solving large scale
RWA problems, which allow the exact solutions of data sets
with up to 90 nodes and 150 wavelengths. In addition, we also
provide two heuristics that provide very good solutions, in very
short computing times, while their accuracy can be assessed.
It appears that the concept of limiting the search of wavelength
configurations using shortest paths, or a limited number of
k-shortest paths is very promising in terms of enhancing the
performance of the ε-optimal or heuristic algorithms.
Future work should account for multi-rate lightpaths, and
the minimum number of required regenerators.

A PPENDIX
E XISTING ILP MAX -RWA M ODELS
We provide here a review on the ILP max-RWA formulations of the literature. There are three general classes of ILP
formulations for max-RWA problem. The first one corresponds
to link formulations and uses variables indexed with links.
The second class of formulations relies on paths, resulting
in path formulations. The third one uses configurations and
decomposition schemes and is reviewed in the core part of
the paper. General definitions and notations are the same as
the ones in Section II.
A. Link Formulations
There are mainly three types of link formulations, characterized by the way the connection requests are considered: individually (model RWA_k), grouped with respect to
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their source/destination nodes (model RWA_sd), grouped with
respect to their source nodes (model RWA_s).
1) RWA_k Request Indexed Model: Many authors used that
formulation, it is the most used exact ILP one for the max
RWA problem, see, e.g., [33]. Every connection request k ∈
K is characterized by its source vsk and its destination vdk .
Variables are defined as follows:
xλk = 1 if request k is granted by wavelength λ, 0 otherwise.
xλk = 1 if request k is granted by wavelength λ on link ,
0 otherwise.
The mathematical formulation is as follows:

xλk
(38)
max zRWA _k (x) =

subject to:

∈ω + (v)





λ
ys
−

λ∈Λ ∈ω − (vd )



∈ω + (v)



∈ω − (vsk )





=

v ∈ V \ {vsk , vdk } (39)
xλk = xλk k ∈ K, λ ∈ Λ (40)
xλk = 0 k ∈ K, λ ∈ Λ

xλk ≤ 1  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ

(41)
(42)

k∈K

xλk ≤ 1 k ∈ K

(43)

λ∈Λ

xλk ≤ xλk k ∈ K,  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ
xλk , xλk , ∈ {0, 1} k ∈ K,  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ.

(44)
(45)

The objective function (38) maximizes the number of
granted requests. Constraints (39) and (40) establish the routes
while respecting the wavelength continuity constraints. Loops
at the source and destination nodes are eliminated by Constraints (41). Constraints (42) prevent the wavelength conflict:
on each link, each wavelength belongs to at most one lightpath.
Constraints (43) make sure at most one wavelength is used
for every request. Consistency between variables is guaranteed
thanks to Constraints (44). Constraints (45) define the domain
of the variables.
2) RWA_s Source Indexed Model: The third model is a
source indexed formulation in which requests are grouped
based on their source nodes. This type of modelling was
studied in [34]–[36] and improved in [10]. Let Ks denote
the set of connection requests starting from node vs ,
while 
V Ds contains their destination nodes. Define by
Ds = v∈V Ds Dsd , the aggregated traffic request from node
vs . Consider the following variables:
λ
ys
= 1 if a connection request from vs is granted by
wavelength λ on link , 0 otherwise.
The mathematical formulation is as follows:
max zRWA _s (y)
⎛


⎝
=
(vs ,vd )∈SD

λ
ys
≤ 0 λ ∈ Λ, vs ∈ V : Ds > 0,

∈ω − (vd )

vd ∈ V Ds (49)



λ
ys
≤ 1  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ

(50)

λ
∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ,
ys
vs ∈ V : Ds > 0. (51)

∈ω + (vdk )



λ
ys

≤ Dsd vs ∈ V : Ds > 0,
vd ∈ V Ds (48)



xλk k ∈ K, λ ∈ Λ,

∈ω − (vdk )

xλk

v ∈ V \ (V Ds ∪ {vs }) (47)

vs ∈V :Ds >0



xλk =



λ∈Λ ∈ω + (vd )

λ
ys
−

∈ω + (vd )



∈ω − (v)

∈ω + (vsk )





xλk =

λ
ys
= 0 λ ∈ Λ, vs ∈ V : Ds > 0,

∈ω − (v)

k∈K λ∈Λ

subject to:




λ
ys
−



λ∈Λ ∈ω − (vd )

λ
ys

−





λ∈Λ ∈ω + (vd )

⎞
λ⎠
ys

(46)

Again, the objective (46) maximizes the grade of service. Constraints (47)–(49) are flow conservation constraints and take care of wavelength continuity requirements.
Constraints (50) guarantee that there is at most one connection
request per wavelength on each link. Constraints (51) define
the domains of the variables.
3) RWA_sd Node Pair Indexed Model: Link model
RWA_sd aggregates the requests according to their source and
destination nodes. It uses the following variables:
λ
= 1 if a connection request from vs to vd is granted by
ysd
wavelength λ on link , 0 otherwise.
The mathematical formulation is as follows:



λ
max zRWA _sd (y) =
ysd
(52)
λ∈Λ (vs ,vd )∈SD ∈ω + (vs )

subject to:


λ
ysd
=

∈ω + (v)







λ
ysd

=





v ∈ V \ {vs , vd }
λ
ysd

(53)

≤ Dsd

λ∈Λ ∈ω − (vd )
λ
ysd

λ∈Λ ∈ω − (vs )



λ
ysd
λ ∈ Λ, (vs , vd ) ∈ SD,

e∈ω − (v)

λ∈Λ ∈ω + (vs )





=





(vs , vd ) ∈ SD
λ
ysd

(54)

=0

λ∈Λ ∈ω + (vd )

(vs , vd ) ∈ SD
λ
ysd

≤ 1  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ

(55)
(56)

(vs ,vd )∈SD
λ
∈ {0, 1}  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ,
ysd
(vs , vd ) ∈ SD.

(57)

Again, the objective (52) maximizes the grade of service. Constraints (53) and (54) are the continuity constraints.
Constraints (55) prevent the loops around source and destination nodes. Wavelength conflict is avoided thanks to
Constraints (56). Constraints (57) define the domain of the
variables.
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B. Path Formulation
This section discusses the ILP model that uses path variables. Such a model was studied in e.g., [37], [38]. Note
that it is an exact model only if all paths are considered, and
therefore not scalable as soon as we consider topologies with
more than 10
 nodes.
Let P = sd∈SD Psd be the overall set of simple (i.e., loopless) paths indexed by p, and δp a parameter that is equal to 1
if link  is in path p, 0 otherwise. Consider the following
variables:
xλp = 1 if a lightpath is established using path p and
wavelength λ, 0 otherwise.
The mathematical formulation is as follows:

max zPATH (x) =
xλp
(58)
λ∈Λ p∈P

subject to:



δp xλp ≤ 1  ∈ L, λ ∈ Λ

(59)

p∈P

 

xλp ≤ Dsd (vs , vd ) ∈ SD

(60)

xλp ∈ {0, 1} p ∈ P, λ ∈ Λ.

(61)

λ∈Λ p∈Psd

Again, the objective (58) maximizes the grade of service.
Constraints (59) make sure that only one lightpath is going
through every pair of wavelengths and links. Constraints (60)
force the model to grant at most Dsd lightpaths to every pair
(vs , vd ). Constraints (61) define the domains of the variables.
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